SUMMARY OF TEACHING EVALUATIONS

RITWIKA SEN
KELLOGG SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

BUSINESS ANALYTICS II, FALL 2020 (MBA)

Nice things students have said:

• “RITWIKA IS THE BEST! SO ARTICULATE AND ABLE TO COMMUNICATE CONCEPTS SIMPLY. INCREDIBLY EMPATHETIC.”
• “Organized, Provided plenty of examples, and used an easy to follow model (I Do, We Do, You Do) to ensure we can follow the approach for every concept”

Access full report here.

MAKING BUSINESS DECISIONS WITH BIG DATA, WINTER 2020 (MBA)

Nice things students have said:

• “I think Ritwika understood the concepts being taught really well and was always able to give easy explanations and answers to the questions we asked her, no matter how complicated or confusing they may have been.”
• “Ritwika was the most involved teaching assistant I have had at Kellogg. She was extremely competent and helpful. In my mind she went beyond the duties of a teaching assistant in the help she offered.”

Access full report here.

BUSINESS ANALYTICS II, FALL 2021 (MBA)

Nice things students have said:

• “She's an absolute boss. Great at explaining things.”
• “Ritwika is outstanding. She is so gifted at explaining a concept in multiple ways for different learning levels and styles. She is an essential component of students' success and understanding.”

Access full report here.